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Overview
vision and intent

translating design
types and styles



Specifications
why the other 
construction 
document?



Vision

Zaha Hadid



Vision
imaginative
conception
anticipation

Zaha Hadid



Zaha Hadid

Intent



Intent
the client’s needs,
the architect’s vision

Zaha Hadid



Direction
establish and
communicate
design intent

Leonardo da Vinci



Architecture
elaborate a vision:
design
communicate
an intent:
draw … and write

Antonello da Messina



Communicate
clarity
completeness
coordination

Marcus Vitruvius Pollio



Clarity
clearness
of purpose and
understanding

Zaha Hadid



Completeness
intent is apparent,
without repetition 
or mistake

Zaha Hadid



Coordination
inclusion
unique instruction
distinct separation

Zaha Hadid



Vision as intent
documents
express vision
as intent

Zaha Hadid



…to reality
clarity and 
coordination allow
intent to become
reality

Zaha Hadid



Construction
Documents

drawings
specifications



Zaha Hadid

Drawings
establish

location and
quantity



Location and
quantity

where is it?
how much of it?

Zaha Hadid



Location and
quantity



Specifications
establish
quality and
procedure

Zaha Hadid



Quality and
procedure

what is it?
how is it installed?

Zaha Hadid



Quality and
procedure



Specification 
styles

UniFormat
MasterFormat



UniFormat
organized by order 

of construction,
below grade to roof,

outside to inside



MasterFormat
organized by 

construction trades,
e.g. masonry, woodwork,

finishes, equipment



Specification 
types

narrative
outline

three-part



Window Configuration

Building elevations incorporate a different fenestration strategy, based on
solar orientation and relation to local environmental conditions. On the 
north, windows allow as much diffused northern light as possible into the
office space. The south façade incorporates horizontal sunscreens to block 
glare and direct sun in the summer months and allow warming sunlight into
the office during the winter. The sunscreen extends into the building as a
light shelf, reflecting sunlight through an upper window and into the open
office space. At the lobby, a 2-story, fully glazed curtainwall with aligning 
sunscreens on the south face, provides a clear indication of entry. The
sunscreens disappear as the glazing wraps to the east beneath office uses
above. Narrative

general description 
of design intent

for proposals



Section 08 4413 - Glazed Aluminum Curtain Walls
Provide: SEI/ASCE 7, ASTM E 330, ASTM E 783, AAMA 501.1, ASTM
E 90, and ASTM E 1332 compliant aluminum glazed curtainwall system
for multi-story or tall height applications; optional operable sash
AAMA-standard; bidder-designed, aluminum framed storefront system;
High-energy performance IGU glazing.
Manufacturer standard hardware; louvers / sun shades at various locations,
coordinated with building management system.
Exterior sunscreens for manufacturers other than Efco.
Manufacturer-standard fluoropolymer finish to AAMA standards, with 20-
year finish warranty; finish to match existing.
Locations: Exterior envelope and clerestory, coordinated with aluminum
storefronts; operable units and louvers where indicated. Outline

prescriptive and product 
information added, 

for pricing purposes
or schematic design



Three-Part
Construction document:

Part 1 General
Part 2 Products

Part 3 Execution



Recall
specifications

establish quality 
and procedure



Part 1 General
is procedural

summary
related requirements
references
submittals
quality control
warranty





Part 2 Products
is qualitative

manufacturers
products
materials
accessories
fabrication
finishes





Part 3 Execution
is procedural

examination
preparation
installation
tolerances
field quality control
cleaning and protection





Specifications
prescriptive
performance



Prescriptive
Specification

defines 
materials, 
products and 
workmanship



Prescriptive
Specification



defines the end result 
by establishing
design criteria

Performance 
Specification



Performance 
Specification
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